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Introduction

RNA-sequencing

RNA-sequencing is a widely used tool in biological research that allows scientists to character-
ize cells states. Specifically, RNA-seq allows us to measure the expression levels of every gene
inside a cell by reading RNA molecules, aligning their sequence strings to an annotated genome,
and ultimately counting the number of RNA-molecules that mapped to each gene. By knowing
which genes are turned ON (many RNA molecules detected for a given gene) and OFF (few or
no RNA molecules detected for a given gene), we can better understand each gene’s function as
well as the unique role each gene plays in helping cells respond to various environmental stimuli.

Sequencing data are notoriously complex to process: a single RNA-seq dataset may contain
millions of reads (short RNA fragments) across thousands of genes depending on the genome.
Often, experiments are designed to compare organism’s responses across varying biological con-
ditions, multiplying the data generated by the number of unique conditions in the study. Various
tools have been developed to parse and align RNA-seq data and these can be cobbled together
into custom processing pipelines, however it is usually up to each individual user to decide how
best to organize and store these data. Once properly processed, we can begin to answer questions
like “What are the top 20 differentially expressed genes between biological conditions X and Y?”

Prominent biological research organizations – such as NCBI[1], UniProt[2], and GenBank[3]
just to name a few – have vast pools of genomic sequence data which they have aggregated and
published for public use. While these resources are immensely powerful as aggregate sources
of data, often times newer experiments can be very customized, on the verge of creating a
new paradigm for the type of data being collected. In these cases, a custom workflow and
data management schema is needed for the data to be meaningfully accessible. In the world
of RNA-sequencing, the past few years have witnessed a game-changing innovation: single-cell
RNA-sequencing[4].
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Single-cell RNA-sequencing

Figure 1: Bulk RNA-sequencing can obscure expression signals from
distinct subpopulations of cells within a sample.

The advent of single-
cell RNA-sequencing
has changed the way
we can interpret se-
quencing data. Typ-
ically, RNA-seq mea-
surements average gene
expression levels across
all cells in a tissue
sample, for example
a tissue sample of a
mouse brain. How-
ever not all cells in
a tissue are operating
under the same genetic program; by averaging expression, we are losing important signals be-
tween subpopulations of cells within the brain (Figure 1). Instead, if we could capture the
unique expression profile for each individual cell, we can understand the genetic changes within
the tissue in a much more nuanced way. But now we are multiplying our millions of reads across
thousands of genes by thousands of individual cells, compounding the amount of total data we
need to store!

Furthermore, the Seelig lab here at UW has developed an extremely high-throughput version of
single-cell RNA-seq: instead of relying on microfluidic chips [5] to break up a tissue sample and
process cells individually (slow and lower throughput; hundreds of cells), the lab has developed
a clever barcoding scheme called Split Pool Ligation-based Transcriptomic Sequencing: SPLiT-
Seq[6]. This technique allows them to process thousands, potentially hundreds of thousands
of individual cells. Such high dimensional data can quickly become unwieldy to keep track of,
especially in a small academic lab.

Figure 2: Description of the cardiomyocyte differ-
entiation dataset provided by the Allen Institute for
Cell Science.

The Seelig lab currently has a col-
laboration with the Allen Institute for
Cell Science and we are buliding a large
single-cell RNA-seq dataset of stem cells
which have been differentiated into car-
diomyocyte (heart) tissue (Figure 2).

Data Management Approach

Currently, the Seelig lab has resorted
to sharing data in CSVs via physi-
cally handing off hard drives, sending
via Dropbox, and occasionally uploading

files to an AWS instance. Data analysis begins by creating a new Jupyter Notebook and load-
ing the CSVs into various Python dictionaries to make lookups between the sequencing data
and the experimental/sample set up. In order for the lab to continue to push the boundaries
of single-cell RNA-seq, we’ll need to be able to reliably store, analyze and share these data
between multiple humans. In this project, I am building a custom database schema in which
to store single-cell RNA-seq data with the goals of 1) creating a centralized space for lab data
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that allows it to be more widely accessible and eliminates reliance on physical hard drives, 2)
storing the data in a safe place so that it is not so vulnerable to human management errors,
and 3) enabling the unique ability to compare data across different experiments which so far
has been difficult due to the dispersed nature of the data’s current organization.

Comparison to other existing approaches

The Seelig lab’s main competitor in the single-cell RNA-seq space is with a company called
10x Genomics. This company sells an expensive Chromium machine that can perform single-
cell RNA-sequencing workflows and produces a summary and downstream analysis via custom
software called “Cell Ranger.”[7] I was able to draw some inspiration from 10x in terms of
understanding what kinds of calculations and data summaries they support, however as 10x
is a company selling a service, a huge part of the data they report has to do with protocol
validation. For example, their online example datasets show reports for sequencing saturation
and fractions of reads they could confidently map back to the transcriptome AND associate
with a cell barcode. While it is certainly useful and good practice to report the cleanliness of
the data (especially for a company), this struck me as more of a “service validation” design
decision than one pertaining to the particular single-cell strategy.

Figure 3: Schematic depicting SPLiT-seq proto-
col for single-cell RNA-sequencing as described
in Rosenberg and Roco et al.

As a part of this project, I wanted to be
sure that I could capture some of the unique
aspects of the Seelig lab workflow: SPLiT-
seq. In particular, SPLiT-seq’s unique con-
tribution (and arguably, improvement) to the
single-cell RNA-sequencing paradigm is their
clever barcoding strategy. In short, the pro-
tocol pools all cells in a sample and then
randomly distributes into 96 different blocks
(Figure 3). Each block of cells receives a
unique barcode sequence (which is to say: a
small RNA fragment get’s appended to the
all of the cells’ existing RNA molecules (col-
ored segments)). Then, all 96 blocks are
pooled and randomly re-distributed into 96
more blocks and receive a 2nd barcode. This
process iterates usually 3 but potentially N
times. By the nth iteration, the likelihood
that two cells traveled the exact same random
path through the splitting and pooling steps
is very low and thus ALL RNA molecules
across ALL cells can be pooled together and
sequenced in batch because afterwards, se-
quence barcodes can be uniquely decoded to
determine the original cells from which each
RNA-molecule came (it’s like a DNA Group
By!). Instead of handling each cell individu-

ally as in the microfluidic solutions, SPLiT-seq is able to highly parallelize the process in a quite
cheap and efficient way (adding 1 to n adds 1 more iteration of wetlab work but at the gain of
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96n possible unique barcode combinations). In the end, both 10x and SPLiT-seq should result
in a matrix of [individual cells x every gene in the genome] where the value for each cell-gene
pairing is the count of the number of RNA molecules belonging to that gene in that cell.

Schema design

To capture the nuances in this iterative barcoding procedure, I created a database with 2
schemas: genome and experiment.

Figure 4: genome and experiment schema design. Tables are grouped by logical divisions
between which entities exist externally vs. internally, and before vs. after sequencing has hap-
pened.
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Table Data Description

species Organism name and identification in NCBI

ref genome Specific reference genome assembly of a given species

gene Genetic feature annotation in a given reference genome

experiment
A record of SPLiT-seq experiments executed in the Seelig lab. May
contain many samples.

sample
A biological sample of cells cultured under specific conditions that will
be sequenced using SPLiT-seq. Belongs to 1 experiment.

sample attribute An experimental characteristic of a sample.

barcode
A short DNA sequence tag that get’s appended to RNA transcripts
during SPLiT-seq

barcode map
A layout specifying the pattern in which barcodes were dispensed into
a 96-well plate.

well barcode
An association between which barcode was dispensed into which well
in the nth SPLiT-seq iteration.

collaborator An organization with whom this experiment is associated.

operator
A member of the Seelig lab primarily responsible for executing the wet
lab steps of SPLiT-seq.

read
The DNA string of an RNA-transcript read by a sequencer. A read is
associated to a gene by its sequence similarity and represents 1 count.

cell
An individual cell belonging to a sample as determined by a unique
series of barcodes.

cell gene count
An association table between each cell and each gene and the number
of RNA reads that cell contained for each gene.

genome

The genome schema holds information about entities that exist externally and are publicly
available to download. This includes a RefGenome table to help track which specific genome
sequence was used as the reference for the RNA-seq alignment step. To start, I’ll include the
particular version of the human genome we’ve downloaded from NCBI for the cardiomyocyte
project but I imagine this table can locally store an id for other versions of the human genome
if a better version is released or if an experiment takes place in another organism, for example
mouse or yeast. This table wouldn’t contain ALL potential genomes but could keep track of a
few relevant ones to our research. Similarly, I decided to include a Species table such that ev-
ery genome belongs to 1 particular species but each species can have multiple possible genomes
that are used. I imagined that we’d want to occasionally segment the experiments by which
ones were done in human cell lines vs mouse cell lines vs any other organism, even if we’ve used
different versions of that species’ genome. Lastly, the genome schema has a Gene table to store
for each genome, what are all the genetic features that have been annotated in that genome.
These can be parsed from a GFF file (“General Feature Format” widely used to describe gene
features in DNA) and associated with RNA-sequencing alignment data which assigns each read
to the gene who’s sequence it most closely matches.
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experiment

Genes and genomes exist outside of the context of our lab’s research so I figured separating them
into a genome schema would help keep our internal data isolated within an experiment schema.
This schema has a logical division between entities that exist before the RNA-sequencing exper-
iment happens and entities that don’t exist until after the wet lab steps are complete. Before
an experiement is executed, we know several pieces of the experimental design we can begin to
track. Specifically, I imagine each experiement itself being registered in the Experiment table
with simple details about its initiation date, current status, and description. Each Experiment

may have many samples, where a sample is a collection of cells from a particular biological
condition. For example, in the cardiomyocyte dataset from the Allen Institute, they provided
several samples of cells from different time points of the experiment (younger Day 12 cells and
older Day 24 cells, which presumably would be behaving differently as the Day 12 cells would
be more like stem cells while Day 24 would be closer to mature heart tissue). Similarly, they
tried a couple versions of a differentiation protocol and various cell lines their Institute has
developed. All of these samples could be stored in the Sample table and associated via Foreign
Key to the particular Experiment they are a part of. I considered adding columns to Sample

to store information like time point, cell line, and protocol however these attributes felt very
specific to this particular experiment and perhaps future experiments wouldn’t put so much
emphasis on these particular columns. So instead, I created a SampleAttributes table that
could be a more flexible way to store attributes as simple key-value pairs. In this situation, the
attribute column could be strings like “protocol”, or “time point” etc and the value column
could be “Murry protocol” or “Day 12.” Maybe a future experiment will characterize samples
by attributes like “temperature conditions” or “cell morphology” and ideally this schema could
accommodate that as well.

While Experiment and Sample are the primary entities to store, I also included 3 helper tables
to track the unique barcoding scheme implemented in SPLiT-seq. In particular, I created a
generic Barcode table to hold all the possible barcode sequences we have in stock. For a given
experiment, these barcodes can be arranged into a particular map corresponding to a 96-well
plate (8 rows x 12 columns of tiny tubes to contain biological samples, 1 Sample per well).
Each Sample would be processed according to a particular BarcodeMap defined at the outset
of the experiment which specifies which Barcode was put into each well, associated formally
through the WellBarcode table. Because SPLiT-seq does this process of tagging Samples with
Barcodes iteratively, the WellBarcode table has an attribute called sc iteration so we know
in which position that particular barcode was appended to the RNA molecules of each sample
(ranging from 1 to n).

Lastly, the experiment schema contains 3 tables of entities which don’t come into being until
after an experiment is executed. The Read table stores the RNA-sequencing reads that came
out of the analysis pipeline. In particular, this pipeline has several QC steps to clean up spuri-
ous reads that appear to have mistakes or are low quality for some reason. I considered trying
to store the raw reads in addition to the cleaned version so that we could decide to clean the
raw data differently in the future however for now, I’m keeping the scope a bit smaller and will
only store the cleaned versions. Based on the sequence of that read, the analysis pipeline can
1) determine the barcode and 2) assign that read to a gene (assigned gene id). I’ve left a
raw barcode seq and an inferred barcode seq just in case I want to store cleaning informa-
tion in the future but for now, inferred barcode seq will be the official barcode.
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After all the Reads have been processed, we can now determine the total number of Cells

in the sample by taking the unique barcodes across all reads. Technically there should be 96n

unique barcodes possible, however in practice (so far), samples contain fewer cells than com-
binations and even from the valid sequence combinations identified, not all make it past QC
steps. Therefore, the best estimate for number of valid cells is the number of unique barcode
sequences found across all reads. These barcodes sequences can be grouped and decoded into
their respective Barcode ids such that the existence of an individual cell is both identifiable by
a barcode pattern and also assigned all of its reads based on all reads with that specific barcode
pattern. Recall, each read is assigned to a particular gene. Therefore every cell can get a count
of which genes were ON (producing RNA molecules) by counting the assigned genes among its
reads. This processing is done in an analysis script and ultimately stored in the CellGeneCount
table: an accounting of for every cell, how many RNA transcripts were found for each gene.
This is the desired matrix that single-cell RNA-seq provides and it the start to any downstream
analysis!

Figure 5: Code demonstrating SQLAlchemy ta-
ble creation for Experiment, Sample, and SampleAt-
tribute. Key attribute relationships are highlighted.

Methods

With this schema design in mind, I im-
plemented the tables using the Python
package SQLAlchemy: an SQL toolkit
and Object Relational Mapper[8]. In-
stead of using the SQL DDL to create
tables, SQLAlchemy provides a more Pythonic
way to specify tables as Classes, build
records as instances of those Classes, and
define relationships between entities. For
example, the Sample table has a Foreign
Key to experiment id however the Experiment
table does not have an explicit column to
connect a record to its Samples. However
with SQLAlchemy’s backpopulate() func-
tion, I can create a relationship such that
a Python Experiment object will have a
.samples attribute that lists all the as-
sociated Python Sample objects. Code
to generate the schema can be found at
https://gitlab.cs.washington.edu/ewilson6/

sc_rnaseq_db.
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With the schema generated, I wrote an insert.py script to process the experimental CSV’s
and populate the tables. This process involved taking the experimental design CSVs with Sam-
ple details provided by the Allen Institute and loading them into Python Pandas DataFrames,
manipulating the columns as needed, and inserting them into Postgres using the SQLAlchemy
engine. In the end, the biggest tables were the gene, cell, and cell gene count tables, the
last of which holds the key association between which cells expressed which genes at a what
counts.

Table Number of Rows

gene 55,841

cell 1,264,430

cell gene count 41,915,884

Evaluation

Since the cell gene count table is the primary table of interest as well as the largest, I decided
to test some basic performance queries when selecting from it. To get a base line runtime, I
queried for both distinct cell id and distinct gene id. I repeated each query 10 times
and recorded the time in seconds to complete (Figure 6A). I was surprised to find that the
gene id selection took a few seconds longer given that there are orders of magnitude fewer
distinct gene records than cell records. However upon thinking more about the query execution
strategy that was grouping these items together, I realized that my python implementation of
the insert first looped through cells and inserted all their gene counts so the cell ids were likely
already group together in memory. The gene ids on the other hand were scattered across the
41 million rows and therefore probably took longer to aggregate even though there were many
fewer. Next I tried rerunning the same analysis after adding an index to both columns however
the run time improved only slightly (Figure 6A).

Figure 6: Run time evaluation of “select distinct” and multi-join queries on the
cell gene count table. (n = 10)
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To test a more complex query, I wrote SQL to retrieve “The top 10 most highly expressed
genes across all cells from the Day 12 samples” and compared the results with the same query
for the Day 24 samples. This query required 4 joins, a Group By, an average aggregation, and
an Order By. Unsurprisingly, this took a while longer to run (2-4 minutes) with the Day 12
filter taking about twice as long (Figure 6B). This difference in query run time between these
attributes is consistent with the fact that there were 800,000 cells harvested at Day 12 and only
460,000 harvested at Day 24.

In addition to observing the run time, the actual gene results from this query were quite in-
teresting. The gene TTN is a known marker gene for striated muscle protein, which should
be abundantly expressed in developing heart cells. Furthermore, MYH6 and MYH7 are genes
that encode parts of the myosin cardiac protein subunits with MYH7 being a marker for more
mature cardiac tissue. Confirming that the Day 24 cells (further into heart development) do in-
deed express marker genes which are known to characterize more mature tissue is a great sanity
check that the database and query are formatted properly and able to capture real biological
patterns.

Top 10 most highly expressed genes from Day 12 and Day 24
Day 12 Day 24

Gene Avg Transcript Count Gene Avg Transcript Count

MT-RNR1 20.23 MT-RNR1 19.69
MT-RNR2 18.89 MT-RNR2 18.74

TTN 16.49 TTN 17.69
AFP 15.87 RNA28S5 16.89

MYH6 13.70 ALB 16.74
MT-CO1 13.63 MYH7 14.78
RNA28S5 13.42 AFP 14.52

SLC8A1 INTRONIC 10.39 CNTN5 INTRONIC 13.76
MT-ND4 10.25 MT-CO1 13.29
APOB 9.99 TF 11.00

Conclusion

In conclusion, this database schema demonstrates the ability to store single-cell RNA-sequencing
data generated with the new SPLiT-seq protocol. It was built with SQLAlchemy’s ORM tools
and is stored in a Postgres instance on a personal MacBook Pro. Rather than data analysis
beginning with loading CSVs into Jupyter notebooks and creating multiple dictionary look ups,
all the gene expression data including foreign keys to sample attributes are readily accessible
in table form and through the SQLAlchemy ORM. I hope that this organization of complex
single-cell RNA-sequencing data may greatly alleviate the activation energy needed to begin
downstream analysis and keep Seelig lab data safe and centralized!
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